Abstract-One of the ad-hoc networks challenges is the connectivity problem coming from changeable and dynamic topology of networks nodes. According to most of researches done on this problem, one of the solutions is adding static nodes in some points in network environment; and many attempts have been made to find these points by using different ways. However, in most of these studies no attention has been paid to network mobility model or the problem has been solved based on unrealistic mobility model such as Random waypoint. Thus previous works are not applicable in reality. This article presents an algorithm for adding static nodes which are located in best points of network to improve connectivity. This algorithm is based on realistic mobility model that can model both environmental obstacles and pathways, and furthermore can describe the realistic movement pattern of the nodes. Proposed algorithm uses Genetic algorithm to find the best points. Since simulation operation for evaluation of solution is time-consuming, this algorithm is independent from simulation operation and uses Voronoi diagram.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ad hoc networks are network of mobile nodes without any fixed structure. Researches on this network are usually evaluated by computer simulation.
Mobility model is one of the most important of the adhoc network simulator [1] which dictates the nodes the way of primary positioning and movement. Moreover, this model should be able to simulate a terrain that the node active in it. Consequently the closer model to reality provides the more reliable results of network evaluation.
Connectivity in ad hoc network vary because of continues movement of nodes. It is possible that the movement of one or more nodes from one point to another causes network partition because each node plays the role of router in network.
Many researchers are trying to improve the network connectivity by using different methods. But since the node movement is the main reason for partition, studies must be done by considering the node movements and mobility models. Different methods [2] have suggested but efficient method that is independent from other network parameters including routing protocol and signal propagation, is adding static nodes in critical points of the network. Critical points are the points in which lack of nodes is more felt and adding static node in them creates the most amount of connection.
In this paper an attempt has been made to add static node based on realistic mobility model and to consider environmental obstacles and node pathways, besides reality movement pattern of nodes in a real terrain is considered.
In this paper first the previous related works are reviewed. Then the mobility model and its relation to connectivity is presented, and later a realistic mobility model is introduce, finally a method for adding static nodes based on this mobility model is suggested.
II. RELATED WORKS
In the section, we briefly review previous work related to the connectivity issue in wireless networks.
Gupta and Kumar showed in [5] that the critical common range rn for connectivity of n randomly distributed wireless nodes in a disk of unit area satisfies that if n n c n r n ) ( ln 2 + = π then the resulting network is asymptotically connected with probability 1 if and only if c(n) → ∞. Penrose showed in [6] that Mn, the length of the longest edge in the minimum spanning tree of n points uniformly distributed in a unit area square, satisfies that
Xue and Kumar [7] studied the relationship between connectivity and node degree from another angle. They assumed the same number of nearest neighbors are maintained for each node, and showed that (i) the network is asymptotically disconnected with probability 1 as n increases, if each node is connected to less than 0.074log(n) nearest neighbors; and (ii) the network is asymptotically connected with probability 1 as n increases, if each node is connected to more than 5.1774 log(n) nearest neighbors.
Wan and Yi [8] further studied the critical number of neighbors for k-connectivity and found the upper bound to be αe log n, where α > 1 is a real number and ≅ e 2.718 is the natural base. Khuller [9] studied the Connectivity Augmentation problem and determined a set of edges of minimum weight to be inserted so that the resulting graph is λ-vertex(edge)-connected. The problem is NP-hard for λ > 1. He does not, however, consider the possibility of adding new vertices into the graph.
Ausiello considered the Minimum GeometricDisk Cover (MGDC) problem [10] . Given a set of points P in the Euclidean plane and a rational number r > 0, they intend to find the set of centers C with the minimum cardinality, such that every point in P is covered by a disk of radius r that is centered at one of the points in C.
III. MOBILITY MODEL
Mobility model dictate nodes their primary position and the manner of movement. This model is just one of simulation parameters but in reality the nodes are free in their movements. If mobility model can not accurately determine node movement in reality, then evaluations done based on it can not be referable in real situation.
Realistic mobility [3, 4] model should be able to both simulate the environment around the nodes and also describe their movement way. Accordingly it can be said that every realistic mobility model includes three sub models each of which has difference duty:
1.The environment sub models: this sub model simulates the node's activity, obstacles and pathways.
2.The signal obstruction sub model: it simulates the effect of environment sub model or same obstacles on node's signal.
3.Movement pattern sub model: this sub model determines the pattern of node movement in identified pathways in terrain model.
IV. THE RELATION BETWEEN CONNECTIVITY AND NODE'S MOBILITY MODEL
The position of nodes in each network determines the topology of that network. The nodes in ad hoc networks are mobile and consequently the topology of network is continuously changing. Therefore the routs' validation and their optimization suddenly change without any previous alert. This can result in network partition. But the node movement can not be prevented in any possible way to avoid partition.
A simple way for solving the connectivity problem is to add static nodes in environment. In this way, if the mobile nodes of network leave a special area of network which causes network partitioning, then these static nodes play the role of these nodes as their support.
This suggested solution has some problems, including too many adding static nodes in network first puts the nature of ad hoc network under question and second it is very costly. But we need limited number of static nodes in ad-hoc network. These limited static nodes just are for share internet, intranet or file server and so on. Therefore each network needs these static nodes and it is very efficiently that these nodes can improve network connectivity.
But the question is how the mobility model of network nodes can analyze to find the critical points of network. To answer this question, a realistic mobility model can be used. This is because a realistic mobility model determines the realistic movement pattern of nodes and environment obstacles and by analyzing such model the position of the critical points can be located for adding static nodes. It means if we predict that how the nodes move in the terrain and have information about environment obstacle, we can determine which points of the terrain can cause to partitioning of the networks.
V. OBSTACLE MOBILITY MODEL BASED ON ACTIVITY AREA
Several realistic mobility models have been developed the most important of which is obstacle mobility model [12] . Having improved this model, authors have presented a more complete and realistic model named Obstacle Mobility Model Based on Activity Area which is completely explained in [13] but we describe in the following shortly.
This model has an environment sub-model similar to obstacle model. After the position of buildings and other obstacles are determined the pathways are created by using Voronoi diagram [14] .
Also this model has an obstruction signal sub model which, obstacles block the nodes signal by using it. This sub models works as follows: each node has an obstruction cone for each obstacle around it so if there is another node in this cone, it is impossible for that node which present in obstruction cone to be connected to each other.
In describing the movement pattern sub model, it can be said that the nodes move in different clusters with different movement feature such as speed, pause time and activity area. The activity area refers to those locations in terrain in which specific cluster nodes are found more than other places. In this sub model node are placed in sites (pathway graph vertices) in the primary states depending on their activity area. Then each node selects its destination (one of the graph sites) based on its activity area. It determines the shortest path to the destination by using Dijesktra algorithm then moves toward destination at the speed which it has selected randomly from [v min , v max ]. The node pauses in the destination from [p min , p max ] and repeats the process again.
VI. ADDING STATIC NODES IN THE BASIS OF OBSTACLE MOBILITY BASED ON ACTIVITY AREA
Adding static nodes should be in places where leads to the maximum of connectivity. But how can these points are found. The simplest way to solve this problem is to evaluate all the possible points in order to determine the best points for static node position. However what is problematic about this method is its very slow way of evaluating each point. It is because computer simulation should be done to evaluate each solution. This process is so slow (at least several minutes for each solution) besides if the number of these static nodes exceed one, their positions gets depended on each other and the number of solutions increases exponentially so finding the best solution gets very difficult and solving it take several days.
A heuristic required to find better solution for this problem. Considering the mentioned mobility model, we realized that different node causes different mobility features.
One of these features is nodes activity area. The existence of static nodes in these areas can be very defective because the mobile nodes in those areas are active and there is no need for static nodes. Therefore these areas can be deleted from the areas permitted for placing the static nodes.
On the other hand, obstacles prevent node signals from passing. Thus if a static node is located near an obstacle, it obstruct the great part of the node signal and this will prevent the node adding from producing a good result. In other words the area around the obstacles can be deleted from the permitted for placing the static nodes.
Based on what has been mentioned so far, the adding problem can be started in the following way: considering the heuristics the static nodes should be placed in a position which has the highest performance. In the other words, among all existence places in terrain those places which are neither near the limiting obstacles of node nor the activity area of the cluster nodes should be selected.
It is very difficult to find these points. It is because when the static nodes increase their places get depended on each other and consequently the number of possible solutions increase exponentially. For example if there are x numbers of possible places for adding a node, for each of this points there will be x possible place for the second static node to sum it can be said that there are solution for every n static point each of which is one specific order for these points. For example for adding 5 static nodes in 1000 possible place, there are solutions. This makes the issue a NP complete problem for which approximate algorithms are suitable. Such algorithm can provide an optimum answer without need to evaluate all solution.
VII. AN ALGORITHM INDEPENDENT FROM SIMULATION
FOR ADDING STATIC NODES At it was mentioned before the static nodes should not be located inside the cluster and around the obstacle. In fact we should divide terrain into cells each of which is a prepare place with high connectivity. These cells should either include an activity area of cluster or have static node which guarantees their connection. To do this Voronoi diagram [14] can be used. A Voronoi diagram is a special kind of decomposition of a metric space determined by distances to a specified discrete set of objects in the space, e.g., by a discrete set of points. It is named after "Georgy Voronoi", also called a Voronoi tessellation, Voronoi decomposition, or Dirichlet tessellation.
In the simplest case, we are given a set of points S in the plane, which are the Voronoi sites. Each site s has a Voronoi cell, also called a Dirichlet cell, V(s) consisting of all points closer to s than to any other site. The segments of the Voronoi diagram are all the points in the plane that are equidistant to the two nearest sites. The Voronoi nodes are the points equidistant to three (or more) sites.
In this article the input points for Voronoi diagram are the building center, the node activity area center and static nodes. Among these three input points, the first two are known while the third points need to be identified. But the main problem is finding a place for static nodes; if these points cause to make the Voronoi diagram with homogeneous cells, we can said that we distribute static nodes properly. Homogeneous cells are those cells that have same area and can cover the environment similarly.
VIII. GENETIC ALGORITHM AND FINDING STATIC NODES PLACES
This paper suggests a Genetic algorithm to find the best place for the static nodes by considering the building location and node activity area. In this algorithm, the geographic points related to node activity area and buildings are certain from the beginning and search the whole terrain to find the points for static nodes.
A. Problem Encoding
As mentioned earlier the main problem is finding the place of static nodes. Therefore each chromosome is a sequence of 2D coordination of static nodes. Each gene is made up a point with horizontal and vertical axis. Number of these genes equals to number of required static points.
B. Designing Fithness Function
Voronoi diagram does evaluation task for every solution or chromosome. First coordination of obstacle and clusters activity areas are added to each solution which is allocation of static point's coordination. The result is given to computation procedure of Voronoi diagram. Procedure creates diagram then cells coordination of diagram are calculated. Cells coordination is given to another procedure and its area value is calculated with triangulation method. Area difference of these cells is evaluation parameter. The less the area differences cause to the better the solution.
Since the operations mentioned above including creating Voronoi diagram, extracting cells, and computing them have been done with standard methods which have been used at different uses in different research [12, 13] , therefore it dose not seem necessary to explain them in details again.
C. Suggested Algorithm
The suggested genetic algorithm for finding the best order of static nodes is as follows: 1. Initial population is randomly selected from problem solution space. About 50 chromosomes are produced randomly. For each chromosome several coordination of static point are produced randomly. 2. The generation operations are applied on the population which is evaluated by fitness function. 3. Elitism: 10 percent out of whole chromosome with the best fitness remain for the next generation. This causes chromosome with appropriate fitness no to be destroyed accidentally. 4 . Crossover: we use standard methods such as division from one point in our algorithm. The amount of combination operator contribution to in constructing next generation is considered 0.8. 5. Mutation: the mutation operator discover new chromosome in genetic algorithm. In this suggested algorithm the mutation operator is applied in a random point with the small probability p m in order to add new chromosome to the new population. 6. The new population created by the operators above is reevaluated by fitness function. 7. The condition for the algorithm stopping is evaluated. If the condition is not met, the algorithm is transferred to step 2 again. In this implementation the algorithm repetitions to 200 generations with the same best chromosome have been considered. It means if the best chromosome does not change for 200 generation, algorithm stop and best solution is selected.
IX. SIMULATION
The main purpose of any simulation done is usually to evaluate the suggested method and to compare it with the previous methods. However the presented method in this article is not comparable with the previous ones. Because none of them have not considered the connectivity issue based on a realistic mobility model.
To evaluate affect a new method on network performance, two aspects were considered: 1.To understand the network topology characteristics that influenced by our method, we evaluate the following metrics:
Node Density: The average number of neighbors per node. 2. To evaluate effect of our method on routing protocol parameter we evaluate following parameters:
Data Packet Reception: The number of data packets received at their intended destinations.
Control Packet Overhead: The number of network-layer control packet transmissions.
Simulation was done in two followings ways: • It was done by considering the obstacles and activity area of nodes for identifying static nodes.
• It was done by considering activity area for identifying static nodes points without taking in to considering the obstacles both in mobility model and location of static nodes (the obstacles have been deleted from the terrain) • It was done without considering activity area and obstacles in calculating positions of static nodes points. It means that just try to distribute static nodes in equal area cells. Figure 1 shows the selected network terrain for evaluation the mobility model. It is assumed that there are two clusters of nodes with different activity area. We have used Glomosim simulator. Simulation was done with 50 nodes which all of them have 250 m transmission range and 2 Mbps bandwidth with IEEE 802.11 DCF as MAC protocol and two-ray path-loss model as propagation model in a 1000x1000 m terrain. We use AODV as routing protocol. CBR has been used as traffic of application layer. After 60 seconds data sessions are started. The data packet size is 512 bytes and the sending rate is 4 packets/second. The maximum number of packets that can be sent per data session is set to 6,000.
A. Simulation Parameter

A. Simulation Result
Node Density: The average number of node neighbors through the whole process simulations is shown in figure 2 . As it is shown in this figure the average number of node neighbors increases by an increases in the number of static nodes. That is because of that static nodes, node neighbor have increased. This increase can be seen in both diagrams. The interesting conclusion is that the improvement is similar in both diagrams. Such similarity can prove that the suggested method is able to find the most suitable place for the static nodes. Beside it can neutralize the effect of obstacles on positioning of static nodes.
It is sensible that if activity area and obstacle or mobility model heuristic has not considered the result be lower and lower node density has been earned. This matter can be because of effect of position of obstacles on signal of the nodes and effect of activity area of the nodes in placing static nodes. In fact by considering activity area of the nodes in finding position of static nodes, we can connect this activity area to each other. The average reception of data packet: The reception rate of data packet is shown in figure 3 . As it is clear in figure  4 ,the average reception of data increases by an increase in the number of static nodes this was of course exactable. But why is not such increase considerable? Assuming the terrain size and number of nodes the result should not be changed to a great extent by adding a few number of static node with the transmission range similar to other nodes. But the encouraging result about the suggested method both diagrams have improved in a similar way. That is, no matter there is an obstacle or not, the improved remains the same. This is a significant issue because the suggested method can control the effect of obstacles in adding the static nodes and can provide condition similar to the state in which there is no obstacle.
Using of mobility heuristic in calculating position of static nodes, the results are better completely in comparison to when does not consider it because when we use this heuristic, different activity area can connect to each other by added static nodes and therefore more data packet can be received. The average Control Packet Overhead: The number of control packets transmitted by increasing numbers of the static nodes has increased. This is because of increasing average data packet reception. More data packets need more control packet. As it illustrated in figure 4 Rate of increasing in both diagram has been kept. While using mobility model heuristic produce higher results in data packet reception than does not using it but in some place of diagram equal result in control packet overhead has earned. It means by considering mobility heuristics we can create more strong links.
X. CONCLUSION
In this article we tried to improve the node connectivity issue by adding static nodes while consider realistic environment around the nodes. The realistic conditions for an ad hoc network are created by the realistic mobility model. Here in this article, connectivity and adding static nodes for improving it was evaluated based on a realistic mobility model presented by previous authors.
The presented method in this article is independent from the simulation. That is, we presented a method independent from simulation, but supported by it, by evaluating the mobility model detail.
This method can find the suitable places for unlimited number of static nodes. This is exactly the difficult issue that we tried to find a solution for. What make this process difficult is that the places of static nodes get depended on each other and number of possible solution increase exponentially by the increase in the number of static nodes. This is why; we presented a nondeterministic algorithm based on genetic algorithm.
The presented method can control the effect of obstacle on adding static nodes very well. As the result of simulation shows no matter there is an Obstacle or not the results of improvement rate are the same.
Simulation show that the mobility heuristic play a significant role in finding these points and when this heuristic did not consider and just tried to find some point that divide terrain to equal cells, the results was worse than when it was considered. 
